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Th~ questions of how, and whether, rational belief is constrained 
by lOgIc .are mtlmately connected with the question of what belief 
18. On eIther ~ graded or a binary conception, logical relations 
among propOSItions can be used to constrain rational belief. But 
the two conceptio?s invite quite different ways of doing so: the 
bmary conceptl?n mVltes the imposition of deductive closure and 
conslste~cy, while the graded conception invites the imposition of 
probablhstlc coherence. 

Bo~:h conceptions of belief have at least prima facie claims to 
~escnbmg ImpOrtant features of our epistemic lives. But the rela
tion betwee~ the two kinds of belief is not obvious. UnifYing the 
two ~onceptlons by seemg one kmd of belief as a special case or 
specIes of the other seems plausible only in One direction (assimi
lating bmary to graded belief). This would leave probabilistic 
coherence as the funda?,ental formal constraint on rational belief 
In fact, the more pla~sIble route to unification, the sub-certainty 
thre~hold appr~ach, IS Incompatible with taking full-blooded de
ductive constraInts a~ normative requirements on rational belief. 
It see?,s, then, that Imposing the deductive constraints requires 
adopting a. fundamentally bifurcated view of belief; the next two 
chapters WIll explore this possibility. Probabilistic constraints on 
the other ~and, may find a home on either a unified Or a bifurc~ted 
metaphYSICS of belief; the plausibiliry of probabilistic constraints 
wIll be explored In subsequent chapters. 

3 DEDUCTIVE 
CONSTRAINTS: PROBLEM 

CASES, POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS 

3-' Intuitive Counterexamples 

DEDUCTIVE consistency and deductive closure provide attractive 
constraints on ideally rational belief (for convenience, I'll combine 
these conditions under the heading "deductive cogency," or some
times just "cogency"). The constraints of deductive cogency re
quire, as we've seen, quite a specific conception of belief: a binary, 
yes-or-no attitude, which must consist in something over and above 
the agent's having a certain degree of confidence in the truth of the 
believed proposition. Presumably, if these constraints play an im
portant role in epistemology, this role will be illuminated by an 
understanding of what the point of binary belief is. But before 
examining questions about the purpose or significance of this sort 
of belief, I'd like to look at some cases that directly challenge the 
legitimacy of taking rational belief to be subject to demands for 
deductive cogency. I think that the lessons these cases teach us 
prove useful in examining the question of whether the point of 
binary belief can motivate a cogency requirement. 

Let us begin with a classic case often referred to as posing the 
"Preface Paradox.'" We are to suppose that an apparently rational 
person has written a long non-fiction book-say, on history. The 
body of the book, as is typical, contains a large number of assertions. 
The author is highly confident in each of these assertions; moreover, 

1 A version of this argument was first advanced by Makinson (I96S). 
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she h.as no hesitation in making them unqualifiedly, and would 
descnbe herself (and be descrihed by others) as believing each of 
tbe book's many claims. But she knows enough about tbe difficulties 
of historical scholarship to realize that it is almost inevitable that at 
least a few of tbe claims she makes in the book are mistaken. She 
modestly acknowledges tbis in her preface, by saying that she be
lieves tbat the book will be found to contain some errors, and she 
graciously invites those who discover the errors to set her straight. 
~he problem for deductive consistency is obvious. We naturally 

aru:but~ to our author the belief, apparently expressed quite 
plamly m the preface, tbat the body of her book contains at least 
one error. We also naturally attribute to her beliefs in each of the 
propositions she asserts in tbe body of the book. Every one of tbese 
beliefs seems eminently rational. Yet tbe set of beliefs we have 
attributed to her is inconsistent. Moreover, the fact tbat our author, 
apparently quite reasonably, fails to believe that the body of her 
book is entirely error-free PUts her in violation of the closure 
requirement2 . 

The problem here is clearly related to tbat posed by the lottery 
cases. There, if the agent believes of each ricket that it will lose then 
he is precluded by consistency from believing tbat the lotter;, will 
have a winning ticket, and is required by closure to believe tbat it 
won't. But in at least one important way, the intuirive challenge 
posed by the preface case is sharper. In lottery cases, as we have 
seen, people do have some reluctance to assert flatly of their ticket 
th.at it willl?se: and perhaps even to acknowledge believing that it 
wIll lose; tblS glVes some encouragement to those who would deny 
behef--or rational belief-in these cases. But tbis is certainly not 
true of the individual claims made in tbe body of our author's book. 
Thus the dominant cogency-preserving response to preface cases 

2 In sta~g the prefac:: case initially, I have been careful to be explicit about the fact 
that the b~lief expIesse~ In the prefac~ applies only to beliefs expressed in the body of 
the bo?k. ~.e. not to behefS expressed In the preface itself. This is to avoid introducing 
compllCatlOnS of self-reference. In what follows, r will sometimes omit "the body of" 
for the sake of readability; I hope the intention is clear. 
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does not involve denying tbat the autbor rationally believes each of 
tbe claims in the body of tbe book3 

Defenders of cogency have thus typically wanted to deny that 
tbe author is rational in believing what I'll call the "Modest Preface 
Proposition": 

Modest Prefoce Proposition. Errors will be found in the body of this 
book. 

Denying rational belief in the Modest Preface Proposition clearly 
does not have the initial plausibility of denying rational belief in 
lottery-case propositions of the form "ticket n won't win." Admit
tedly, tbere would be something odd about a preface that baldly 

3 An exception is Sharon Ryan's treatment of preface ~ase~ (1991), which argues ~ha{ 
in al1 but certain very unusual cases, books by hard-working, mtellt;ctually r.esponslble 
authors always contain unjustified claims. Ryan ack:t0wledges th~t If ~D:e wntes a sh?rt 
and simple book on addition for first graders one ~ght succeed m v:nt1~~ a book WIth 

only justified claims in it; but in that case, of course, It does not St;e~ mtumvely that t~e 
modest preface statement would be rational, I doubt that thIS line can suc~eed 10 

solving the preface problem for rational belief; it would seem to depend on semng the 
standards for rational belief excessively high, Given that responsible scholarship can 
easily produce rational beliefs about history (~nd not just aboll:t, .e.g., ele~entary 
arithmetic), there is no barrier to producing his.tory books con~lstm~ of ranonally 
believed propositions. And given that rational b~lief ne~d not ~e mfalhbly p'roduced, 
a substantial book of such propositions may easIly be highly hkely to contatn errors. 
One might object that, if we stick to Ryan's terminology of justified (ratI:er t?an 
rational) belief, and interpret justification strongly, it is plausible that actUal hIStorIanS 
do typically make claims in their books that are not justified. Suppose this :vere ~an:ed. 
It still seems that cases posing the preface problem can be constructed easIly. We rrught 
substitute for an academic historian a more humble sort of researcher: one who looks 
up telephone numbers, say, for a political campaign. I take it as uncontroversial that 
carefully lOOking up a person's phone number in the directory c?unt;S as a method of 
acquiring a justified belief as to what the person's phone number ~s. Now suppose that 
our campaign worker is incredibly scrupulous: she uses a ruler to line up the names and 
numbers, and she looks up each number on twO separate occasi?ns before entering i: on 
her campaign list. It seems to me that, ,,:,ith. resp~ct to ~Y: pamcu1:u- ?umber we ~g~t 
choose from her campaign list, she is JUsnfied m believmg th~t It IS correct. (If 1: IS 

objected that memory limitations will preclude her from harbonng hundre~s of beliefs 
such as "Kelly WeHy's number is 555-1717," we may concentrate on h~r beli~fs such as 
"The 31Jth phone number on my list is correa"). Of c~)Urse, phone directon~s :u:e not 
infallible. Thus we need only make the campaIgn hst long enough, and It wIll be 
overwhelmingly likely that there will be a mistake in it. And it seems. th~t i~ our 
campaign worker understands this, she cannot be, as Ryan would have to claIm, JUsofied 
in believing her list to be error-free. 
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stated "This book contains errors!" But it does not seem at all odd to 
write in a preface, "In time, errors will be found in this book, and 
when tbey are, I hope that tbey will quickly be brought to light." And 
if an author is asked, "Do you believe tbat any errors will be found in 
your book?" or even, directly, "Will anyerrors befoundinyourbook?" 
there is nothing at all unnatural about her saying, simply, "Yes."4 

One might think tbat the problem could be avoided by taking a 
fairly lenient view of the demands made by formal constraints on 
rational belief. Taking deductive cogency as a rational ideal need 
not commit one to calling irrational anyone who falls shon of the 
mark. One might, for instance, take the import of tbe cogency 
constraint to be sometbing like this: If an agent can easily recognize 
that her beliefs are not cogent, and it is also clear how her beliefs 
could be revised to restore cogency, then rationality requires re
storing cogency 5 

In the preface case, however, tbe inconsistency is blatant. So is the 
lack of closure, insofar as we make tbe obvious supposition that our 
autbor lacks beliefin whatI'll call the Immodest Preface Proposition: 

Immodest Prefoce Proposition. The body of this book is 100 % error-
free. 

Moreover, it is clear that consistency can be restored simply by the 
author's dropping tbe belief that her book will be found to contain 
errors. And closure--insofar as the stipulated facts of the case go-
could be accomplished by tbe autbor's adopting a belief in her own 
book's historical inerrancy. Thus, the violation of these constraints 
does not seem to be excusable, even on a moderate reading of the 
force of tbe constraints. 

In addition, irrespective of how easily the deparrures from co
gency could be discovered or repaired, tbe preface case does not 

4 A quick check of the prefaces in books lying around my reading chair revealed the 
following sentences following immediately after an author's listing of those to whom he 
is philosophically indebted: "Their stimulus is largely responsible for what may be of 
interest in this book. The mistakes are an mine" (Mellor 1971, IX). 

5 Maher advocates this sort of position on consistency (1993. 134-5). 
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seem to be tbe kind of case in which, even though there are certain 
improvements possible in tbe agent's beliefs, those improvements 
might rationally be forgone. The changes in tbe agent's beliefs here 
tbat would restore cogency do not strike us as possible improve
ments at all-tbey are as intuitively irrational as they are easy to 
formulate. Thus it seems tbat the preface case provides a strong 
prima facie argument against taking deductive cogency as a rational 
ideal, on any reading of how violations of formal constraints relate 
to rationality. 

Finally, one might try to dissolve the difficulty that preface cases 
present by distinguishing carefully between first- and second-order 
beliefs. One might insist, for example, that closure would not 
require any second-order belief about the first-order beliefs ex
pressed in the book. It might be conceded tbat closure would 
require belief in tbe conjunction of tbe book's first-order claims, 
but tbat belief might be held to be distinct, from the logical point of 
view, from the Immodest Preface Proposition.6 

This line seemS unpromising to me. For it seems clear that an 
author who knew what she had said in the body of her book could 
realize that this conjunction was materially equivalent to the 
second-order claim of inerrancy for the body of the book. Once 
she has accepted the equivalence, closure will take her from tbe 
conjunction to tbe second-order claim.' 

One might try to block tbis line of reasoning by taking tbe nor
mative force of formal principles of rationality to be conditioned 

6 Simon Evnine (1999) uses something like this strategy in atte~pri:ng to under:nine 
a version of the preface problem framed as a challenge to the pnnClple that ranonal 
beliefs are closed under conjunction. 

7 Evnine concentrates on an extended version of the preface problem in which an 
agent reflects not just on the beliefs in a given book, but on all of her beliefs-"a vague. 
ill-defined and exceedingly large" set (1999. 206). This makes less transparent the 
relations between the first- and second-order beliefs. Evnine uses this to argue that 
lottery cases provide a stronger challenge to the c1osur~-under-conjunction pri~ciple 
he ultimately seeks to defend. But given that book-onented preface cases aVOId the 
cited difficulty, and that lottery cases have their own difficulties (as noted above), it 
seems to me that the challenge presented by preface cases is stronger (indeed, Evnine's 
solution to the lottery problem does not apply to preface cases). 
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by the agent's limitations, so that closure would require that the 
agent believe propositions entailed by her other (rational) beliefs 
only if the entailed propositions could be entertained by the agent, in the 
sense that the agent could bring the content of the entailed prop
osition clearly before her mind. One might then argue that our 
author might well not be able to entertain the massive conjunction 
of all the claims in the body of her book, and thus that even if 
closure is taken as a rational ideal, our author is not required to 
believe in her book's inerrancy. 

This objection also seems unpersuasive. It is undoubtedly true 
that ordinary humans cannot entertain book-length conjunctions. 
But surely, agents who do not share this fairly superficial limitation 
are easily conceived. And it seems just as wrong to say of such 
agents that they are rationally required to believe in the inerrancy 
of the books they write. Clearly, the reason that we think it would 
be wrong to require this sort of belief in ordinary humans 
has nothing to do with our limited capacity to entertain long 
conjunctions. 

Moreover, even if we restrict the closure principle to entertain
able propositions, restrict our attention to ordinary agents, and 
distinguish scrupulously between first- and second-order beliefs, 
the preface problem can be developed. Surely an ordinary author 
who was paying attention could entertain the conjunction of the 
first two claims in her book, and recognize the material equivalence 
of this conjuncrion and the claim 

(I) The first two claims in my book are true. 

She would then be led by closure to believe (I). She could then 
easily entertain the conjuncrion of (I) and the third claim in her 
book. Our limited closure principle would then dictate believing 
that conjuncrion. Recognizing the equivalence of this believed 
conjunction with the claim 

(2) The first three claims in my book are true 

i 
l 
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would lead, by similar reasoning, to beliefin (2), and so on, until the 
belief in her book's inerrancy is reached. It must be granted that 
only an agent hard-up for entertainment would embark on such a 
process. But it is certainly not beyond normal cognitive capabilities, 
and the inerrancy belief seems no less irrational for having been 
arrived at by such a laborious route. 

p Consistency without Closure? 

Suppose it is granted that in preface cases it would be irrational for 
the author to believe that the body of her book is 100% error-free. 
Assuming that the author might yet be fully ratioual in believing 
each of the claims she makes in the body of her book, this would 
seem to require giving up closure. Still, it might be thought that 
ordinary ways of thinking and talking make the preface-based case 
agaiust consistency somewhat weaker. 

Although most authors would be highly reluctant to assert the 
inerrancy of their books--and not just out of false modesty-it is 
also true that many authors would be reluctant to assert "This book 
contains errors." This might be taken as showing that authors 
typically lack belief in the Modest Preface Proposition. (It is, I 
think, unarguably namral to say "This book undoubtedly contains 
some errors." But it might be claimed that "undoubtedly" signals 
that the agent is expressing a degree of confidence rather than 
binary belief. And it might be claimed that what explains some 
authors' reluctance to make the former statement is precisely that 
unqualified assertions express binary beliefs, and these authors lack 
the relevant belief.) 

Of course, even if we accept the claim that the reluctant authors 
lack the relevant belief, this would not show that they were rational 
in withholding belief. But a position that mandated withholding 
belief in these cases might seem easier to swallow than one that 
required authors to have a positive belief in the inerrancy of their 
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own (current) scholarship. Might we salvage a partial defense of 
deductive constraints in rhe face of preface cases by retreating to 

the position rhat consistency is a rational requirement, even if 
closure is not? 

This strategy avoids some of rhe implausible consequences of 
requiring full deductive cogency, but it seems to me that more than 
enough implausibility remains to undercut the value of the retreat. 
To see this, let us fill out a bit more fully the case of one particular 
"moderately immodest author"-one who does not assert (or be
lieve) rhe Modest Preface Proposition, but who also does not assert 
(or believe) the Immodest Preface Proposition. This will allow us to 
see more clearly what rhe constraint of consistency by irself man
dates in preface cases. 

Let us suppose rhat Professor X, our moderately immodest 
aurhor, sees himself as a solid historian. He would never wtite 
something in a book rhat he didn't believe, or something for 
which he didn't have very good evidence. But he also sees himself 
as a bit less neurotic than certain of his colleagues, in rhe following 
way: unlike them, he is free of a perverse fetish for endless minute 
and typically redundant fact-checking. He knows rhat each of his 
previous books has contained some minor errors of detail; this has, 
of course, allowed certain critics to exercise rheir nit-picking skills. 
But rhis does not bother Professor X much. After all, his books have 
been influential, and the broad conclusions rhey have reached are, 
he believes, entirely correct Moreover, Professor X would point 
out that every book in the field-even rhose writren by certain 
persnickety colleagues-has contained at least a few minor errors 
of detail. Indeed, he believes rhat writing a completely error-free 
book in his field is virtually impossible. 

Given this background, it is not surprising that whenever a new 
book comes out-even a book writren by a scholar he believes to be 
more meticulous rhan he himself is-Professor X believes that the 
new book will be found to contain errors. Time and time again, 
these beliefs have been borne OUt. And now, suppose rhat Professor 
X is studying a catalogue, in which his forthcoming book is being 
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advertised alongside the new offerings from Professors Y and Z 
(both of whom have taken unseemly pleasure in pointing out 
niggling little mistakes in Professor X's previous works). He 
shows the catalogue to a nearby graduate student, chuckling, "I 
can't wait until SOmeone finds all the little mistakes in Y's book." 

"You believe Y's book has mistakes in it?" 
"Of course I do. Why wouldn't it?" 
"Do you believe that mistakes will be found in Z's book as well?" 
"Yes! And I must admit, I'm looking forward to it. These anal-

retentive types get so upset when they're caught in rhe most trivial 
errors! Look-all my books have had some minor errors in them. 
But you see, that's virtually inevitable, and it's no big deal. I'm not 
as careful as Yor Z, but my reputation is-well, I'm sure you see 
what I mean . .. " 

"So-your new book here--do you believe that it has any little 
errors in it?" 

"No." 

Perhaps not everyone will share my intuitions here, but I think 
rhat Professor X's last statement would strike most people as an 
obvious joke. And the reason for this is rhat to take this statement at 
face value would be to attribute gross irrationality to him. Given 
the comparisons our author willingly makes between his work and 
that of Professors Yand Z, it is simply not rational for him to believe 
their books to contain errors, but not to believe rhe same about 
his own book. The fact that wirhholding belief seems so 
clearly irrational here--that rationality would seem to require 
Professor X to believe rhe Modest Preface Proposition-provides 
powerful evidence that deductive consistency is not a rational 
requirement. 

One might object rhat rhe last line in the above dialogue--a 
simple "no"-may be taken to indicate actual disbelief, rarher than 
the weaker suspension of belief. It is true rhat "I don't believe P" 
does often express belief in P's negation, and not just an absence of 
positive belief rhat P. Thus, rhe defender of imposing consistency 
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but not closure might claim that the appearance of irrationality 
here is due to the impression that our author has adopted a belief in 
the Immodest Preface Proposition-a belief that is not required by 
consistency. 

I think that this doubt can be dispelled by making the last line in 
the dialogue a bit more explicit. Suppose that, in answer to the 
student's asking if he believed that his new book contained anv 
errors, Professor X had replied: ' 

"No. I don't believe that my Own book contains errors. I don't 
believe that it's error-free either, I'm just up in the air on that one," 

It seems to me that this line is less funny only because it's 
pedantically drawn out, The attitude expressed by a literal reading 
of the dialogue is still absurd: our author believes quite firmly that 
every book in the field published so far, including his own, has 
contained multiple errors; he believes on these general grounds 
that Y's and Z's new books contain errors; he readily acknowledges 
that his own new book was written less carefully than Y's and Z's; 
and yet-somehow, unaccountably-when it comes to his own new 
book's inerrancy, he has no belief, one way or the other. This failure 
of his to draw the same conclusion about his own book that he so 
willingly draws about Y's and Z's books, when the evidence for the 
conclusion about his book seems to differ only in being somewhat 
stronger, sttikes me as virtually a paradigm case of irrationality, 
Thus, I do not think that a defender of deductive consistency can 
escape the intuitive problem illustrated in the dialogue by noting 
that "I don't believe P" often means "I believe not-P." 

Another objection to taking the dialogue as providing a serious 
intuitive challenge to consistency might be that its main character 
is too cavalier about getting things right to be ideally rational. Thus 
the fact that it seems wrong to impose consistency on his beliefs 
does not undermine the claim that consistency is required for ideal 
rationality. 

I think that this objection misses the mark in two ways. First, it 
is not at all clear that our author's degree of caution in forming 

[ 
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historical beliefs falls short of the rational ideal. It does clearly fall 
below a Cartesian standard whose achievement would preclude even 
the slightest possibility of error, But the Cartesian standard is not the 
appropriate rational standard for historical beliefs. So, while it is 
clear that Professor X is not the most epistemically cautious person 
in his field this does not show that his level of caution is sub-ideal. , 

Second, a similar situation could be constructed with a person 
who is at the epistemically cautious extreme in the field-say, 
Professor Y -as its central character. Professor Y might be more 
troubled by the inevitability of minor errors in history books. But 
she would presumably share certain key beliefs with her less 
cautious colleague: that all previous books in the field, including 
her own, had contained errors; and that all the new books by other 
very careful writers--Professor Z, for example-will be found to 
contain errors. If she refused to draw a parallel conclusion about 
her own new book, while acknowledging that she had nO evidence 
that her current scholarship was more careful than her past schol
arship (or that of Professor Z, etc.), then it would seem to me that 
this refusal to treat such epistemically similar cases on a par was 
clearly irrational. 

Two final points should be mentioned in evaluating the strategy 
of responding to the preface problem by giving up closute and 
trying to save only consistency. First, in giving up on closure, one 
would lose a major part of the motivation cited by some defenders 
of imposing deductive constraints on binary belief. Pollock, for 
instance, takes his fundamental epistemological assumption to 
show that the epistemic importance of arguments requires a closure 
principle.s Thus some defenders of deductive constraints would 
find the envisioned retreat unsatisfactory, even if it did avoid some 
sharply counterintuitive consequences. 

Second the motivation behind the retreat flowed ftom the intui
tive stran~eness of saying, flatly, "This book contains errors." But as 

8 See Pollock (I983. 247 ff); Kaplan (1996) argues for a similar point. This argument 
will be examined in detail in the next chapter. 
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mentioned above, it is not clear that unqualified assertions express 
belief, rather than claims to knowledge. Thus one might well want 
to explain some of the awkwardness of the flat assertion as flowing 
not from lack of belief, but from failure of a condition on knowledge 
that goes beyond rational belief.9 

In sum, then, it seems to me that, while there may be something to 
be said for a position that imposes deductive consistency but not 
closure as a condition on rational belief, retreating to such a position 
does not help much to reduce the severity of the preface problem. lO 

B Extent and Severity of the Intuitive Problem 

It seems that the best response to the preface problem, if one wants 
to impose deductive constraints on belief, will involve biting the 
whole bullet: holding not only that our author should refrain from 
believing that his book contains errors, but that he should positively 
believe his book to be entirely error-free. Indeed, this is the tack 
taken by supporters of deductive constraints on binary belief such 
as Pollock, Maher, and Kaplanll Before moving on to discuss how 

9 See Williamson (1996, esp. sect. 3, and also 2000, ch. II) fur arguments that assertion 
is tied to knowledge rather than belief-even reasonable belief. DeRose's (1996) explan
ation of fai!ure of as~ert~bility in lottery cases would seem to apply to preface cases at 
least as easily; On this VIew, OUf modest author realizes that if her hook were luckily 
e~ror-£I:ee she w~uld ha,:e all the same evidence for her own fallibility, and th~s would 
snll behev~ that It contamed errors. Thus she would judge herself not to know that her 
book contamed errors, and would be unwilling to assert unqualifiedly that it did. 

10 Another kind of retreat that would allow for intuitively rational beliefs in preface 
cases would be to impose only a limited consistency constraint. We saw that Kyburg 
(1970) showed that on a sub-certainty threshold view of belief. inconsistent sets of 
beliefs in lottery cases cannot be smaller than a certain size (wher~ the size depends on 
the chosen threshold). Hawthorne and Bovens (1999, 241-64) make a similar point about 
preface cases. But as n.o:e~ above, ~s sort of limited constraint is essentially JUSt an 
artefact of the probabilisnc constramts on degrees of belief, it does not provide an 
interesting independent principle for rational binary belief 

11 In a recent treatment of preface cases, Adler (2002, ch.7) explicitly claims only 
that the ~odest Preface Proposition is nOt believed. But if I understand his positio~ 
correctly, It would also sanction belief in the Immodest Preface Proposition. 
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one might either explain away the unintuitiveness or show that it 
must, in reflective equilibrium, be accepted, let us examine exactly 
what kind of unintuitive consequences the imposition of deductive 
cogency reqUIres. 

Consider a variant on the case examined above. Suppose that 
Professor X is a "fully immodest" author, who respects not only 
deductive consistency but deductive closure in the preface case. 
We'll join the dialogue part way through, after Professor X has 
expressed his firm beliefs that (I) every previous book in the field 
(including his own) has contained multiple errors; (2) he's not. as 
careful a scholar as Yor Z; and (3) the new books by Professors Y 
and Z will be found to contain errors. Let's start at the point when 
the graduate student poses the crucial question: 

"So--your new book here-do you believe that it has any little 

errors in it?" 
"No. I believe that this book of mine is completely error-free." 
"Wow! Is that a first?" 
"Absolutely. I believe that mine is the first book ever in the field 

that is 100% devoid offalsities." 
"Is this because your subject this time was particularly amenable 

to accurate scholarship?" 
"Not at alL" 
"Were you especially careful this time?" 
"Certainly not I'll leave the obsessing over trivia to Y and Z." 
"But doesn't all this make it pretty likely that there are at least 

some little mistakes?" 
"Of course; it's overwhelmingly likely that my book contains 

many errors." 
"But you just said you believed ... " 
"Right. I believe that my book does not contain even one little 

error." 

I think that most people would be incredulous at Professor X's 
claims, if they took them as something other than a deliberate joke 
at his own expense. Taken literally, he attributes to himself a set of 
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beliefs that are, to my mind at least, patently irrational. The 
inmitive irrationality shows itself in at least two different ways. 

(a) Unequal Treatment 

The first way in which our author's beliefs seem inmitively irratioual 
is a somewhat stronger versiou of the problem noted above in the first 
version of the example. Professor X comes to the conclusion, based 
solidly on excellent evidence, that errors will be found in other 
scholars' books. Simultaneously, he comes to exactly the opposite 
conclusion about his Own book. Yet his evidence for errors in his own 
book seems even stronger than his evidence for errors in the books of 
others. Inmitively, this strikes us as irrationally treating similar cases 
differently. Given that the unequal treatment seems explicitly 
deSIgned to favor the agent's epistemic assessment of his own beliefs, 
part of the inmitive irrationality here seems to spring from some
thing akin to epistemic arrogance. But even if arrogance is not the 
agent's motivation, the unequal treatment seems indefensible. 

One might object here that it isn't quite right to say that Profes
sor X has better evidence for the existence of errors in his book than 
for errors in Y's and Z's books. After all, in the case of his own book 
he already believes the claims it advances. Thus, these beliefs--': 
which do entail the inerrancy of the book--g:ive him a reason to 
think his own book to be error-free. And he clearly lacks a parallel 
reason for thinking the same of Y's and Z's books. 

We should be careful not to allow this objection to sound 
stronger than it is. The objector cannot be claiming that Professor 
X has some reason for thinking that his own book is less likely to 
contain errors than are Y's and Z's books. In fact, as stipulated, our 
author is, quite rationally, more confident that his own book will 
contain errors than that Y's or Z's book will. So the unequal 
treatment is not a matter of our author's having any privileged 
reason for rational confidence in the truth of his book's claims. 

To see this point clearly, consider what happens in cases where 
Professor X reads an authoritative book in a field somewhat distant 

I 
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from his own. In many such cases, he straightforwardly believes 
what the book says. Let us consider such a case, in which Professor 
X's formation of new beliefs is a typical case of rationally accepting 
claims on authority. His acceptance of the book's authority does 
not of course mean that he thinks it to be an infallible source of , , 
truth. But it seems obvious that claims made in a book by a 
respected authority may meet the standards for rarional belief. 

Now, before reading the book, Professor X will, as before, have 
the reasonable belief that errors will be found in it. And after 
reading the whole book, his assessment of the probability of errors 
being found need not change at all. The book may not have an 
especially sloppy or especially careful style, and Professor X may 
have no special information that confirms or disconfirms the book's 
claims. Yet, the moment he reads (and believes) the final claim in 
the book, deductive cogency will require Professor X to execute an 
abrupt epistemic about-face, abandoning his original belief about 
the existence of errorS in the book, and adopting instead the 
contrary belief that his colleagne's book is IOO% error-free! 

The point here is not just to give another instance where deductive 
cogency demands inmitively irrarional belief. The point is to make 
even clearer that the unequal treatment we saw in the original 
example cannot be justified by citing Professor X's special evidence 
for the beliefs in his own book. The reasons Professor X has for 
believing the claims he reads in this new book are no better than 
his reasons, before reading, for believing that the claims in the book 
were true. It's really just the bare fact that he now has adopted the 
beliefs expressed in the book that grounds his newly generous 
epistemic assessment of it. 

Of course, there is an asymmetty between a case in which Profes
sor Xhas read a new book, and onein which he hasn't yet read it. In the 
former case, once he has believed the book's claims, he does believe 
propositions that entail that the book is error-free. But that asym
metry cannot solve the inmitive problem facing the advocate 
of deductive cogency. For this asymmetry does not motivate differ
ential beliefs about the existence of errors in the twO books in any 
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way that is independent of the basic demand for deductive co
gency. Perhaps there are independent arguments for deductive 
cogency that are strong enough to override its counterintuitive 
consequences. But whether or not this is true (an issue that will 
be examined in detail in the next chapter), it seems clear that the 
unequal treatment demanded by deductive cogency presents an 
acute intuitive difficulty. 

(b) Internal Incongruity 

The second way in which Professor X's beliefs in th", example 
beginning the section exhibit intuitive irrationality is in. the incon
gruity (reminiscent of Moore's Paradox) of "It's overwhelmingly 
likely that my book does contain many errors, but I believe that it 
doesn't contain even one."12 Of course, it may well be that (as in 
Moore's cases) the sentence in question is not itself Strictly incon
sistent. But it is also clear that it is not a sentence one would expect 
to hear from any ordinary person-'-even a frankly arrogant scholar. 
In fact, it is hard to imagine anyone saying such a thing in ordinaty 
life, at least with a straight face. (One can imagine it being said in 
jest someone who has planned a 3 pm picuic and has just seen the 
morning weather forecast might say, "I know it's almost certain to 
keep raining all day, but I choose to believe that the sun will come 
out by 3 pm!" The humor here derives directly from the irration
ality of the self-ascribed belief. If the person really did believe, in 
the face of all the evidence, that the sun would come Out by 3 pm, 
we would not hesitate to deem her helief irrational.) 

Moreover, not all of the incongruities are clear Moore-style 
examples mixing first-person belief-ascriptions with direct claims 
about the world. For Professor X's beliefs presumably will include 
both "My book very likely contains errors" and "My book does not 

12 A milder incongruity, even closer to Moore's Paradox, arises juSt from the 
imposition of consistency: "It's overwhelmingly likely that my book does contain 
many errors, hut I don't believe that it does." Kaplan notes the Moore Paradox flavor 
of cases like the ones under discussion. His defense of the rationality of such beliefs will 
be examined in the next chapter. 
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contain errors." Like the more Moorean example, this does not 
quite constitute a contradiction; nevertheless, it certainly is not an 
intuitively rational combination of beliefs, and a person making 
both assertions categorically would strike anyone as bizarre1l 

Thus it turns out that, in preface cases at least, imposing deduct
ive cogency on rational belief conflicts quite dramatically with Out 
ordinary practice. Ordinary rational people do not in such cases 
make the categorical assertions, or self-ascribe the beliefs, that 
deductive cogency would require. Nor would we be at all inclined 
to suspect that such beliefs were had by paradigmatically rational 
friends. In fact, the thought that the cogency-mandated beliefs are, 
or would be, rational in such cases is intuitively quite absurd. The 
bullet that must be bitten here is clearly substantiaJ.14 

3'4 Extent and Severity, cont.: Downstream Beliefs and 
Everyday Situations 

Of course, if intuitive counterexamples to a general theory are few 
in number and peculiar in strUcture, we may have less reaSon to 
worry. Perhaps Bonjour had this sort of point in mind when he 
cousigned the preface problem to part of one footnote in a substan
tial book defending a coherence theory of justification which 

13 This actually may understate the problem. As we will see in the next chapter, it is 
not clear how the two claims in question can rationally be believed by a cogent agent 
without giving rise to an explicit contradiction, 

14 Some advocates of cogency are clearly concerned about this sort of intuitive 
problem, but not all, In Pollock's detailed treatments of preface cas~ (I986j 1290, ch .. 9), 
he takes the problem to be just that of showing that the mechanIsm of col,leC?ve 
defeat"-by which he denies warranted beliefin lottery cases--does not generalize m a 
way that would deny an author's war~anted ~eli~fs in the individual propositions 
asserted in her book. Pollock accomplishes thIS (m a way that stems from the fact 
that the lottery propositions are mutually negatively relevant, unlike the propositions 
asserted in a history book), and takes it to provide "a satisfactory resolution to the 
paradox of the preface" (1990, 253). Pollock does not seem to co?nt i~ as part ,of the 
paradox that his account would bestow warrant on, e.g., our author s behef that his own 
book is the first 100% error-free contribution to the field. 
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includes deductive consistency as a necessary condition on coher
ence. After mentioning a different objection to imposing consist
ency, he writes: "And there are also worries such as the Preface 
Paradox. But while I think there might be something to be said for 
such views, the issues they raise are too complicated and remote to 
be entered into here" (1985, 240, fu. 7). 

Yet it seemS to me that the magnitude of the problem posed by 
preface cases should not be underestimated. One aspect of tbese 
cases that is not typically emphasized enough is tbat adopting a 
belief in the Immodest Preface Proposition is not something that 
occurs in an epistemic vacuum--especially for an agent who is 
deductively cogent. Let us think in concrete detail about Professor 
X's beliefs, to get a feel for some of the possible "downstream" 
effects of his believing the Immodest Preface Proposition. 

In the situation envisaged, it would certainly be rational for 
Professor X to have the general belief that writing a completely 
error-free book would require being extremely careful and meticu
lous (which he knows he is not), or being amazingly lucky. Thus if 
Professor X's beliefs are to be deductively cogent, he must believe: 

(a) I am amazingly lucky. 

And believing himself amazingly lucky is only tbe tip of tbe 
iceberg. Given his belief that writing a completely error-free book 
would be such an unprecedented achievement, Professor X must 
take this fact into account in forming his beliefs about tbe future. 
For example, given his information about his colleagues, he is 
undoubtedly rational in believing that if no errors can be found 
in his book, Professors Y and Z will be in for a big surprise. In fact, 
he may well be rational in believing tbat if anyone wrote a com
pletely error-free book in his field, it would soon lead to adulatory 
reviews, prestigious speaking engagements, and opportunities for 
professional advancement. He would then be committed to believ
ing the following predictions: 

(b) Professors Yand Z are in for a big surprise. 
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(c) I will soon receive adulatory reviews, prestigious speaking en
gagements, and opportunities for professional advancement. 

Indeed in many different siroations, the Immodest Preface Prop
osition will combine with background beliefs to result in all manner 
of strange beliefs. Suppose, for example, we add to our story that, 
several decades ago, tbe Society for Historical Exacutude estab
lished a medal and a monetary prize, to be awarded to tbe first book 
in the field advancing substantial new theses in which no errors had 
been discovered one year after its publication. Altbough by now tbe 
monetary ptize has grown to substantial proportions, the award has 
gone unclaimed, for reasons that Profes~or X understands only tOO 
well. Clearly, tbe fact that this award eXIsts does nothmg to weaken 
the requirement imposed by deductive cogency tbat Professor X 
believe the Immodest Preface Proposition. Now Professor X knows 
that his new book, like all of his works, advances substantial new 
tbeses. And since he believes tbat his neW book is also the first such 
book to be IOO% error-free, he should presumably believe: 

(d) One year from now, I will be able to wear the SHE medal and 
start spending the SHE prize money.l5 

And this monetary belief will have consequences of its own. Gi~en 
that Professor X knows himself to have partlcular automouve 
aspirations, he might well be justified in believing that if he 
comes into a sufficiently tidy sum, he'll buy an Alfa-Romeo. In 
that case, he should presumably now believe: 

(e) In one year, I'll be driving an Alfa. 

Clearly it would be easy to pile on intuitively irrational beliefs 
in Profes;or X's case as long as one wanted to. And it's also clear 

15 If the Society for Historical Exactirude seems too fanciful, it is worth noting that 
the connection between the feat of writing an error-free ,book in ,Professor X's field and 
the consequence of receiving large sums of money nught ,eaSlly. be forged by more 
common mechanisms, such as job offers at weB endowed unlversltles. Thus, one could 
tell substantially the same story involving . . .. . 

(d') One year from now, rn be working at a prestlgtous uruversrty and start spending 
my generous salary. 
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that it would require little ingenuity to come up with countless 
other cascades of intuitively irrational beliefs in different cases 
in which people obey deductive cogency by believing Immodest 
Preface Propositions. The structure of the problem involves 
cogency twice: first, cogency requires belief in an incredibly 
~,:,probable proposition; then it requires beliefin whatever propos
ltI.ons ar~ entailed by conjoining the improbable proposition 
WIth ordmary reasonable background beliefs. The result is a 
chain reaction of cogency-mandated beliefs that are if anything 
more clearly irrational than the Immodest Preface Proposition 
itself. 

Now it must be admitted that this plethora of intuitive irration
alities is almost certain to be short-lived. When the first reviews of 
his book appear, Professor X will come to realize that his book is 
not, afrer all, error-free; beliefs such as (a)-( e), which were spawned 
by the Immodest Preface Proposition, will then vanish as well. But, 
far from alleviating the intuitive strain that the example provides 
this point should serve to undeiline an additional dimension of 
wackiness involved in holding beliefs such as (a)-(e). For a whole 
nest of beliefs like this will spring up anew each time Professor X 
publishes a book. Given deductive cogency, Professor X's knowing 
that similar sets of beliefs have arisen with the publication of each 
of his books, only to be leveled by the book's first reviews, will not 
serve in the slightest to diminish his epistemic duty to embrace 
each subsequent set of sanguine predictions. 

Clearly, the problem posed by believing the Immodest Preface 
~ro~osition is n~t merely that this one belief is itself intuitively 
matlona!. Adoption of this belief will have a strong tendency to 
spread ripples of intuitive irrationality throughout various parts of 
a deductively cogent agent's belief system For the affected agent, 
the epistemic difficulties are quite severe. 

It might be thought, though, that the malady, however grave, is at 
least a rare one. Might the defender of cogency take comfort in the 
claim that situations posing preface-like difficulties are rare or . , 
remote m some way from ordinary epistemic life? 
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It must be admitted that actual prefaces worded in the way the 
classic example requires are fairly uncommon. But it is not at all 
uncommon, or remote from ordinary epistemic life, for people to 
write books expressing their beliefs. And many of these books are 
written in fields such as history or biography, where the number of 
factual details involved in a book makes it quite likely that the book 
contains errors. Whether or notthese books have prefaces, deductive 
cogency would require all of their authors to believe them to be 
100% error-free. Of course, very few of these authors have any such 
belief. And of those who have formed some belief on the question, 
the great majority undoubtedly believe that their books will be found 
to contain at least some minor errors. Thus, it turns out that there are 
quite a few real people in ordinary situations who have preface-style 
beliefs about their books-beliefs that, while intuitively quite 
rational, directly and obviously violate deductive cogency. 

Moreover, beliefs of this structure are not restricted to authors of 
books in detail-oriented fields. Many of those who have reflected 
even briefly on their own fallibility believe that at least one of their 
(other) beliefs is mistaken.16 Some would undoubtedly hedge on the 
issue, saying only that they probably had at least one mistaken belief. 
But I suspect that only a tiny minority believe-as closute would 
dictate-that every single one of their beliefs on every topic is 
correct. Most would, I think, share Henry Kybutg's sentiment: 

16 Again, the restriction to their "other" beliefs is intended to avoid self-r~ference. 
Evnine (1999) claims that this restriction, while needed to avoid self-referenoal para
dox, poses a problem of its own. He claims that 

"Something I believe, other than this belief, is false 
"makes invidious distinctions among our beliefS and gives a specia1 status to some that it 
does not give to others, namely, exemption from possible error" (p. 2.05). This objection 
should not, I think, be persuasive. After all, given that (as Evnine supposes) our reason 
fOr thinking ourselves fallible is empirical, it is not surprising that we have more reason 
to doubt some sons of beliefs than others. People's beliefs about their hair color or 
addresses, for instance, are much less prone to error than their beliefs about, e.g., details 
in history. We in fact have excellent (empirical) reason to believe, about anyon: •. that 
she has at least one false first-order belief, and thus we have excellent (empmcal) 
reason to believe that anyone who accepts the limited expression of epistemic mod~ty 
expressed by" is correct in so dOing. So exempting" from its own scope is not, as Evrnne 
claims, a case of "special pleading." 
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"I simply don't believe that everything I believe on good grounds is 
true, and I think it would be irrational for me to believe that" (Kyburg 
1970, 59)·17 

Finally, apparently rational violations of deductive cogency may 
crop up even in quite ordinary situations that do not involve 
second-order beliefs. When I go to bed at night, I believe that the 
newspaper will be on my frOnt porch by 6:30 the next morning. I 
don't, of course, have absolute certainty about this matter, but I've 
been taking the paper for years, and have more than enough 
experience of its reliability to make this a reasonable belief. I also 
have JUSt as good reason to believe that the paper will be on my 
porch by 6:30 two mornings hence, and equally good reason to 
believe that it will be there three mornings hence, etc. If you 
ask me, "Do you believe that the paper will be on your porch by 
6:30 am seventeen days from today?" I will answer affirmatively, 
without hesitation. I think it quite plausible to attribute to me, for 
each n < 366 at least, the belief that the paper will be on my porch 
by 6:30 am n days from now. But I also know that, on rare occasions, 
the paper does not arrive in the morning. Thus I also believe that, 
on some morning in the next year, the paper will fail to be there by 
6:30. Clearly, these intuitively rational beliefs violate consistency.'8 

17 See also Klein (1985. 131)j Kitcher (199z, 8S); Foley (1993,165); Nozick (1993.78), 
Kyburg suggests that those who are tempted to deny the natural view here are misled by 
quantifier confusion: "of everything I believe, it is correct to say that I believe it to be 
true; but it is not correct to say that I believe everything I believe to be rrue." It is 
interesting to think about the downstream effects of following cogency rather than 
Kyburg here. If the implications ofProfcssor X's belief about having written an errOf
free history book seem wild, they are surely tame compared with the consequences 
flowing from an agent's belief that she--and presumably she alone, among all the people 
who have ever lived-is correct about every single matter on which she has a belief. 

IS This example is loosely based on an example in Hawthorne and Bovens (1999, 
242). It might be objected that I do not really have the belief about, e.g., day 17 until I am 
asked, and thus, that if I haven't separately considered each day I do not have all the 
beliefS claimed for me in the example. Of course, we would not want to insist that for 
me to have a belief, I must be actively entertaining it. So the objection would have to be 
that I don't even have dispositional beliefs here. This objection seemS weak to me, for 
two reasons. First, I think that we do typically attribute beliefS to people in propositions 
that they have not actually entertained, but which they would unhesitatingly agree with 
if asked For example, I think that we would attribute to most people the belief that 
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Moreover, if I were to adopt the closure-mandated belief that, 
in this coming year, the paper would never once fail to be there 
by 6:30 am, my belief would be intuitively irrational. 

The newspaper case may be thought to resemble lottery cases 
more than it does preface cases. But it is, I think, worth developing 
independently of the standard lottery case, for the following reason: 
in the standard lottery case, as we have seen, there is some intuitive 
reluctance to assert flatly "My ticket won't win," or to self-attribute 
the associated belief. In the newspaper case, my telling a house 
guest "The paper will be on the porch by 6:30 tomorrow" is entirely 
natural, as is my self-atttibution of the correlated belief. Thus, our 
ordinary intuitive judgments about particular beliefs in the news
paper case seem to me to provide a clearer objection to deductive 
cogency than do our intuitions in the classic lottery case. 

In sum, then, it seems that the intuitive challenge posed by 
apparently rational beliefs in preface-like and lottery-like situ
ations is a strong one, in two dimensions. The beliefs demanded 
by cogency in some of these situations are not just slightly suspi
cious intuitively; they strike us as wildly irrational. And the situ
ations in which intuitive rationality and deductive cogency conflict 
occur all the time, for ordinary agents in ordinary epistemic cir
cumstances. Clearly, the intuitive burden imposed by deductive 
cogency cannot easily be shrugged off. 

H Undermining the Counterexamples? 

Of course, even if it is acknowledged that our pre-theoretic judg
ments in the troublesome examples are firm ones, and that the 
counterintuitive cases are neither rare nor recherche, the existence of 

there are more than 17 stars in the sky--even though nOt very many of them ?ave had 
occurrent beliefS in this particular proposition. SeCond, I certainly could conSlder each 
of the day-specific newspaper propositions that figure in the example, and come to 
believe each, by any reasonable standard. 
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a large class of strikingly counterinmitive examples set in ordinary 
epistemic life does not in itself settle the issue. For one thing, it can 
always be argued that the reasons for imposing deductive cogency 
are so strong that our inmitive judgments about these examples 
should be overridden in reflective equilibrium. Assessing this sort 
of argument will depend on assessing the general arguments for 
imposing cogency; I'll mrn to that in the next chapter. But a 
defender of deductive cogency might try a different tack. She 
might try to undermine (rather than override) Out inmitive judg
,?ents in the apparent counterexamples, by showing, on cogeucy
zndependent grounds, why, e.g., it would be rational for Professor X to 
believe his book to be 100% error-free, or why it would be irrational 
for him to believe that some mistakes will be found in his book, or 
why I should not believe that the paper will be on my frOnt porch 
tomortow (or, perhaps, why I should believe that, this year at last, 
the paper delivery will never fail). Most such attempts I have seen 
focus on lottery examples; this is namral enough, since we do have 
SOme inmitive reluctance to claim belief of each ticket that it will 
not win. Below, I'll consider two such attempts, and will then 
examine one that focuses on preface cases.!9 

(a) Guilt by Association 

One idea that has struck several authors as attractive in dealing 
WIth lottery cases focuses on the fact that such cases involve a set of 
belief~ (a) which, given what else is known (or rationally believed), 
contarns at least one false member, and (b) whose member beliefs 
are very similarly based. The set of beliefs of the form "ticket n will 
lose" is of this SOrt. The idea is that, when the support that One has 
for each of a set of propositions does not significantly distinguish 

,19 Then:: m~y. he ~o very deep difference between arguments that seek to under
nune our mttuttve JUdgments in the troublesome cases on cogency-independent 
groun~s, and those that see~ to ove~de Our ~ltuicive judgments in a way that depends 
on se~mg cogenCY,as esseonal to ranonal belief I am separating them here mainly for 
expOSItory converuence. 

f 

t 
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among them, and one believes that at least one of these propositions 
is false, then that support is insufficient for rational beliefin anyone 
of them.20 Let's call this the Guilt by Association (GBA) ptinciple. 

Clearly, this principle will not help out with preface cases; it 
would be generally inapplicable (since the beliefs in the body of the 
book will not generally be supported in indistinguishable ways), 
and it would not yield the desired result anyway (we do not want to 
deny that authors can rationally believe the claims made in their 
books). So the GBA principle cannot be a complete answer to the 
inmitive problems with deductive cogency.'! Nevertheless, it does 
seem to have the advantage of meshing with our reluctance to 
attribute beliefs in lottery tickets' losing, and thus has some claim 
to providing non-questi~n-begging motivation for preserving co
gency in one important range of cases. 

It is crucial to note that the principle is not a bare assertion of a 
no-known-inconsistency requirement; it does not come into play 
whenever one has a set of beliefs such that one knows that one of 
them is false. The beliefs in question have to be relevantly similar, 
so that, as Bonjour (1985, 236) puts it, the agent has "no relevant way 
of distinguishing" among the beliefs in the set.22 

20 See Bonjour (I9BS. 235--6); Ryan (1996); and Evnine (1999). Ryan's version is a ~it 
stronger, in thati( forbids justified beliefin the similarly supported propositions, ~ven I? 
cases where one is not justified in believing that at least one of these proposlOons IS 

false, but where one is justified in withholding belief about whether at least on~ of them 
is false. I should also note that, while Evrune is directly addressing rational belief per se, 
Bonjour and Ryan mean to be giving conditions on justified beliefin the sense, :-oughly, 
of "meeting the justification condition of knowledge." I don't want to enter mto the 
issue of whether this degree of justification corresponds to rational belief. Since .I'm 
concentrating on the conditions for rational belief rather than knowledge, I'll JUst 

examine whether this basic approach can solve the problem that lottery cases pose 
for consistency constraints on rational belief. . . 

2:1 It might generalize a bit beyond st~dard lottery cases. For ~ample, 1~ nught be 
thought to help with the newspaper cas~, If o~e t.hought that the ng~t reacnon to that 
case involved denying that I am rationalm believtng that the paper wIll be on the front 
porch tomorrow. 

2:2: A similar requirement is explicit in Evrune's statement (1999. :07~. No suc~ 
requirement is explicitly made in Ryan's official stat~ment ?f ~er pnnclple, but It 

seems implicit in her response to certain examples, and 1~ h~r Jusnficatory ~em~k~ on 
her principle (Ryan 1996, 130-5). Nelkin (2000) shows convlDClDgly that Ryan s prlDClple 
would be implausible without this requirement. 
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:-.low one worry one might have is expressed by Dana Nelkin 
(2000, 385): that principles of this sort are "so finely tailored to 
lottery-like cases that they are limited in their ability to explain 
what is really responsible for our lack of knowledge or rational 
belief in those cases." Without some deeper motivation, the GBA 
approach might be dismissed by opponents of consistency require
ments as an ad hoc response to lottery examples. 

One might press the intuitive motivation question further bv 
asking why it should be relevant that one's grounds for the beliefs 
in question be very similar. It can't be simply because the agent 
knows that the grounds can fail; after all, our whole problem arises 
only within a context in which we're assuming that rational 
belief does not require infallible grounds. The thought must instead 
be something like this: "If an agent knows that a certain set of 
propositions contains a false member, she cannot rationally believe 
all of them. But since the grounds for believing the propositions are 
so similar, she has no non-arbitrary way of picking one not to 

believe. Thus, she cannot rationally believe any of them." But if 
this is the motivation for the GBA strategy, it will not help at all to 

undermine the inmitive counterexample to deductive cogency. For 
it. presupposes that it cannot be rational to believe a set of propos
mons when one knows that one of them is false. And this would 
seem to beg the question in favor of imposing deductive consist
ency. 

Moreover, non-standard lottery cases reveal that the GBA ap
proach does not even succeed at the limited task of squaring all 
lottery cases with consistency requirements. Consider a lottery in 
which different tickets have different (but always small) probabil
ities of winning. In such a lottery, there will be relevant differences 
among the propositions in the falsity-containing set Thus the GBA 
principle will not apply, at least in a straightforward way. 

Ryan (1996, 132-3) does consider an example of this general sort 
In a million-ticket lottery where one knows that "the fifty blue 
tickets sold have a much higher probability of winning than all 
the rest," Ryan holds that one must suspend judgment about the 
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h ,. 23 
blue tickets, but one may believe of the others that t ey won t wm. 
But whether or not this is an inmitively reasonable thing to say 
in Ryan's case, other unequal-probability cases will be harder for 
the GBA approach to handle. One might, after all, have a one
guaranteed-winner lottery in which each ticket had a different (?ut 
small) chance of winning. Here there is no set of compenng behefs 
that are epistemically indistinguishable. Thus the GBA principle 
would seem not to apply in this sort oflottery case at all. 

If this is right, then it is even harder to see why we should think 
that the GBA approach provides a plausible way of defusing lot
tery-based counterexamples to deductive cogency. Principles that 
deny rational belief in lottery propositions may, as we've seen, 
derive some independent support from meshing with what we are 
inmitively inclined to say about lottery tickets. But it now seems 
unlikely tbat the GBA approach provides the correct explanation 
for, e.g., our reluctance to say "I believe my ticket will lose." After 
all, we would be no less reluctant to say this sort of thing in an 
uneven-probability lottery case where the GBA principle is in
applicable. It seems, then, that those who want to undermme our 
inmitive judgments in the counterexamples to deducnve cogency 
should look elsewhere. 

(b) Banning Purely Statistical Support 

Another lottery-inspired approach holds that a proposition may not 
be believed rationally if one's grounds for belief are, in some sense, 
purely statistical. Of course, any consistency-saving approach to 

23 Ryan's thought here, I take it, is that it is highly probable that some blue ticket will 
win. Thus, if one believed of each blue ticket that it would lose, one would. have a set of 
relevantly similar beliefs which were such that one had good reason to believe tha~ one 
of them was false. One cannot say the same of the white tickets, since it is not highly 
probable that one of them w.ill ,,:,ID. It's not clear:o n;e that ~s way of handling the :ase 
fits with Ryan's general obJecnves. She wants Ju~t1fied b~li.ef to serve as a suffiCIent 
condition (given truth and the absence of Gettler conditions) for ~o~ledge_ ~he 
present case does not seem like a Gettier case. Yet if the holder o~ a ~hite tl~ket ?a1ms 
to know that her ticket wi1llose, and we find out that another whIte ticket WInS, It does 
not seem that the knowledge claim was correct. 
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the lottery cases will have the consequence that high probabiliry is 
not sufficient for rational belief. But some such aCCOunts would, e.g., 
allow statistical support to suffice for rational belief in the absence 
of defeaters. The present idea is that statistical support is for some 
reason incapable of making belief in a proposition rational, even 
absent any special circumstances that might compromise that sup
POrt in some way. Some writers (e.g. Cohen 1988, 106lE) have 
rejected statistically based beliefs as candidates for knowledge, 
and some have urged the same for rational belief. Here I'll concen
trate on Nelkin's recent defense of the idea that statistical support is 
insufficient for rational belief.24 

One advantage of this SOrt of position over GBA is that it seems 
less ad hoc, in that it applies straightforwardly beyond the standard 
lottery cases. For example, it applies unproblematically to the 
unequal-probability lortery considered above. It also does not 
seem to beg the question; after all, it applies to cases that pose no 
threat to consistency requirements, such as lotteries in which there 
will probably be no winner. In many cases where we have statistical 
reasons for thinking a certain event to be highly improbable, we do 
seem reluctant to make flat assertions (or self-attribute beliefs) to 
the effect that the event will not occur. Insofar as this reluctance can 
be t~ke~ to show lack of rational belief, we have some independent 
mottvatton for the approach of banning purely statistical support 
(BPSS). 

Of course, those who take assertability as tied to knowledge 
rather than belief will find this last motivation questionable.25 And 
there is something at least curious in the basic BPSS idea. After all, 
no one thinks that statistical support is irrelevant to rational belief, 
and everyone acknowledges that it comes in degrees. Then why, one 

24 Nelkin. (2000) clearly separates the belief and knowledge cases, and advocates 
related solutlons for both. A related proposal for rational beliefis made in Kaplan (1996, 
IZSff.). 

25 De~os~ (1996) no~ the lack of assertability in lottery-like cases, but argues 
(I) that this 1~ due to fallure of apparent knowledge rather than failure of belief, and 
(:z.) that t;he f~lure of apparent knowledge is not due to the fact that support is Statistical, 
but to vlOlanons of a counterfacrual-based condition. 
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might wonder, can't it be sufficient support for rational belief in 

some cases? 
Nelkin offers motivation for BPSS that goes beyond preserving 

deductive constraints or meshing with assertion practices. When an 
agent believes rationally, he can "see a causal or explanatory 
connection berween his belief and the fact that makes it true" 
(2000, 396). Nelkin would not require the agent to give a detailed 
description of the causaljexplanatory connection. But the agent 
must be able to posit the existence of such a connection: "the key 
idea is that ... I can take myself to believe something because it. is 
true" (2000, 398). This seems to rule out rational belief that one's 
lottery ticket will lose, for example, because it is clear that the 
ticket's losing would not explain or cause one's belief. 

Now one initial worry is suggested by the requirement that an 
agent "believe something because it is true." If Nelkin required a 
rational agent to believe that the fact that would make her bebef 
true actually caused her belief, then many obviously rational beliefs 
would be deemed irrational. So, for example, having turned the 
flame on under my skillet three minutes ago, I now believe
without touching or otherwise examining the skillet further-that 
it is hot. But the skillet's hotness does not cause my belief (nor does 
it seem correct to say that I now believe the skillet to be hot because 
it is hot). My belief is causally or explanatorily connected with the 
fact that would make it true, but not in the simple sense of the fact 
causing or explaining my belief. In countless cases of rational belief, 
our belief that P is caused or explained by factors which, in turn, 
cause or explain the fact that P. 26 

Let us interpret Nelkin's suggestion, then, to allow this indirect 
sort of causal/explanatory connection. On this interpretation, 

26 DeRose uses an example with a similar structure to reject Harman's claim that 
knowledge of P is made possible by an inference to the b~st expl~ati~n from one's 
evidence to P. DeRose points out that I can know, on the basts of readmg m my copy of 
the paper that the Bulls won, that ~y neighb.or's ~opy of the paper repons the ~ulls' 
winning. DeRose points out that hIS own subJunctIve. account fares. better here: If the 
neighbor'S copy did not say that the Bulls won, then neIther would rome, and so I would 
not believe as I acrually do. 
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however, it is not clear that the suggested motivation for BPSS will 
succeed. Consider the agent's belief that his ticket will lose the 
lottery. This belief is explained by the agent's knowledge of the set
up and workings of the lottery in question. And it seems that this 
set-up was causally responsible for the lottery's outcome, including 
his ticket's losing. One might even take the fact that the lottery was 
set up in this way to provide an explanation of the fact that the 
agent's ticket did lose. After all, we do take the fact that a car is 
constructed in a cettain way to explain the fact that it statted when 
the ignition key was turned this morning (even though cars built 
this way do very occasionally fail to start). Of course, the issues 
surrounding the role of statistical connections in causation and 
explanation are exttemely complex. But at this point, we have 
seen little reason to suppose that a causalf explanatory requirement 
will correctly weed out cases of statistically supported beliefs in a 
way that will help to motivate BPSS. 

Moreover, it seems to me that BPSS faces a more acute problem 
that is independent of the motivational issue. Nelkin considers an 
example (from Harman 1986) in which Bill knows that Mary intends 
to be in New York tomorrow; and concludes from this that she will 
be in New York. But he also knows that Mary holds a lottery ticket 
with a one-in-a-million chance of winning, and that if her ticket 
wins, she'll go to Trenton instead. Harman's puzzle is about know
ledge: Bill seems intuitively to know that Mary will be in New York, 
but not that Mary's ticket will lose. But the case provides, if 
anything, an even sharper challenge to Nelkin's view on rational 
belief. Intuitively, it seems quite rational for Bill to believe that 
Mary will be in New York. It also seems rational for Bill to believe 
that Mary will go to Trenton in the event that her ticket wins. Yet 
the BPSS approach does not allow us to say that Bill is rational to 
believe that Mary's ticket will lose, since that belief would have 
purely statistical support. Thus, the BPSS proponent is faced with 
the choice between embracing counterintuitive judgments or aban
doning the deductive cogency requirement for rational belief. 
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Nelkin chooses to say that Bill lacks knowledge that Mary will be 
in New York. And although she discusses the case in terms of 
knowledge only, she would presumably deny that Bill's belief that 
Marv will be in New York is a rational one. But she hopes to 
mitigate the intuitive problem this sort of case poses by citing the 
rarity of such situations: "[I)t is important to note that we are not in 
Bill's situation very often. This means that it remains open that we 
often know where people will be (and not just where they are likely 
to be)" (Nelkin 2000, 407-8). Nelkin would presumably say the 
same about our rational beliefs about where people will be. 

It seems to me, though, that denial of rational belief required 
here to maintain deductive cogency and BPSS will nOt be so easy to 
contain. It is true, of course, that we typically do not know that our 
friends are holding lottery tickets with the potential to derail their 
plans. But we do typically know; when a friend is driving to New 
York, that she'll be there only if she is not hit head-on by a drunk 
driver. Yet our grounds for believing that our friend won't be hit by 
a drunk driver seem to be of the purely statistical variety: we know 
that such events do sometimes occur, and we have no special reason 
to discount the possibility on our friend's particular route; however, 
we also know that accidents of this SOrt are incredibly infrequent. 
Moreover, it seems that in countless other cases our intuitively 
rational beliefs have this structure: we believe that P is true; we 
believe P is true only ifQis; and our reasons for believing that Qis 
true are merely statistical. We believe that we'll be at work on time; 
but we know we'll be late if (as occasionally but unpredictably 
happens) the bus breaks down. We believe that our car is parked 
where we left it; but we know that if (as occasionally but unpredict
ably happens) it has been stolen, it is somewhere else (see Vogel 1990 
for this and several more examples). We believe that the Bulls won, 
but we know that if (as occasionally but unpredictably happens) the 
paper transposed the relevant scores, the other team has won 
(see DeRose 1996, 578--»). As Vogel points out, "Much of what we 
believe about the world beyond our immediate environments 
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could be made false by some chance event we haven't yet heard of" 
(r999, r66).27 

It turns out, then, that the BPSS strategy encounters a severe 
problem over and above the intuitive dubiousness of the idea that 
sta~stical support is somehow incapable of justifYing rational 
behefs. The strategy is particularly ill suited to providing a defense 
of deductive cogency. For it seems that, once one bans believing on 
purely statistical grounds, imposing deductive closure on rational 
belief forces one to embrace widespread skepticism-skepticism 
that vastly Outruns any initial intuitive reluctance we have to claim 
belief in lottery-type propositions.'s Yet it was just this intuitive 
reluctance that underlay the hope that BPSS could provide a way of 
Illdependently motivating a cogency-respecting interpretation of 
lottery cases. Thus I think that the BPSS strategy cannot, after all, 
help to undermine these intuitive counterexamples to cogency. 

(c) Sorites, Commitment, and the heftce 

Preface cases present a harder problem for those who would 
undermine intuitive counterexamples to cogency. As we saw 
abov~, we do not attribute to ourselves the beliefs (and non-beliefs) 
reqUIred by cogency in preface cases; in fact, these beliefs (and non
behefs) stnke us as paradigmatically irrational. Thus, when faced 
with preface examples, defenders of cogency tend to argne at the 

27 Such e~amples are ~re?" prima facie counterexamples to a closure principle on 
knowledge, SInce we are Inclined to say that, e.g., we know who the President is but 
don't ~ow that he didn't have a fatal heart attack in the last five minutes. Vogel ar~es 
that this sort ,of example does not actuaUy threaten closure; he argues that plausible 
way~ ?f denymg, ~owledge of the entailed proposition apply independently to the 
entruhng propOSIno? so knowledge of the entailing proposition is not additionally 
threatened by ?enymg knowledge of the statistically supported entailed proposition 
and then applytng closu~e. For present purposes, there is no need to settle the issue of 
whethe~ these examples 1n~oIve some reason for disallowing rational belief other than 
that ,which would be prOVIded by banning purely statistical support. If we have no 
speoal reason for disallowing beliefs supported on a "merely statistical" basis then 
BPSS does not even get off the ground ' 

28 See Vogel (1990), in which he terms this sort of threat "semi-skepticism." 
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general level that cogency must be a norm for rational belief, rather 
than trying to undermine our intuitive judgments in these specific 
cases. However, Simon Evnine (200r) provides cogency-independ
ent argnments designed to show that it would be irrational for 
someone to believe that one of his (other) beliefs was false. In 
discussing Evnine's argnments, I'll adapt them to the specific case 
of the preface. .. 

Evnine's first argnment aims to show that the behef expressed III 
the problematic preface cannot be part of a fully rational set of 
beliefs. Let P be the Modest Preface Proposition: at least one of the 
claims in the body of this book is false; and let C,-Cn be the claims 
in the body of the book. Suppose (for reductio) that the author's 
beliefs in P and all of the Ci are rational. If each of the Ci is 
rationally believed, there can be no particular one of them in virtue 
of which belief in P is rational-in other words, none of the Ci 
individually is such that the author is rational to believe itfalse. But 
if that is true, then, Evnine claims, P should still be rational if we 
excise one of the claims--say, Cn-ftom the book. If we accept this, 
then we can repeat the steps of the argnment, excising a belief at a 
time, until we get to the point where the body of the book is 
reduced to C" and the author rationally believes P (which now 
applies, of course, to just C,). But this is clearly absurd: it cannot 
be that both P and C, are rational; if the author is rational to believe 
C" he's not rational to believe P. 

Evnine gives several versions of this basic argnment, including 
some designed for countably infinite belief sets. In each case, the 
argnment assumes an analogne of the premise used in the version 
above: that subtracting a rational belief from the body of the book 
cannot make the preface belief irrational (or, conversely, that 
adding a rational belief cannot make the preface belief rational). 
But this sort of premise is clearly reminiscent of, e.g., the claim that 
plucking a hair cannot make one bald. The problem with such 
assumptions with respect to rational belief (rather than baldness) 
might best be demonstrated by considering analogous cases having 
nothing to do with deductive cogency. Argnments may be 
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constructed using essentially similar assumptions to derive radic
ally skeptical conclusions about all sorts of inmitively rational 
beliefS. 

Suppose, for example, tbat a murder takes place on a cruise ship. 
The ship's detective gathers all 317 people on board in tbe grand 
ballroom. The detective believes, on tbe basis of tbe extreme 
difficulty of anyone leaving tbe ship after the murder, that tbe 
murderer is in the room. It seems clear, on any non-skeptical 
view of rational belief, tbat the detective's belief may be rational. 
But the claim that this belief is rational would seem to be subject 
to a reductio exactly parallel to Evnine's reductio of the preface 
belief. 

We may start by noting that tbere is no one person in virtue of 
whom the detective's belief is rational-i.e., tbere is no one par
ticular person whom the detective rationally believes to be the 
murderer. So now, let us ask: can the detective simply excuse one 
of the 317 people from tbe ballroom, and remain rational in believ
ing that the murderer is in the room? We may have some tempta
tion to say "yes" to the first step here, if only because of the large 
number of suspects. But surely tbe general principle ("If tbe de
teCtIve's belief is rational when n people are in the room it will be 
rational when one of tbe n is excused") must be rejec;ed. For it 
would allow the detective to excuse passengers one by one until she 
rationally believed, of the last remaining passenger, tbat he was the 
murderer. Detective work just isn't tbis easy. 

In many ordinaty cases, an agent has a belief that at least one of a 
ve.ty large set of objects has a certain property, and tbe agent holds 
tblS belIef on grounds tbat are not specific to any of tbe members of 
the s~t.And in any such case, one can offer a sorites-style slide into 
skeptiCIsm. If we accept such offers, we will end up admitting tbat 
wt;' cannot rationally believe, e.g., that someone on the ship com
mitted the murder; tbat at least one smdent at the University of 
Vermont Was born in March; tbat at least one book in the library has 
a chapter tbat begins on page 17; tbat we ate spaghetti On at least one 
day in 1998; etc. Clearly, if tbere is sometbing rationally defective 
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about the modest preface belief, it cannot be shown by tbis sort of 
argument. 

Evnine also offers an independent way of explaining why we 
shonldn't believe the preface proposition. Unlike some other de
fenders of cogency, who admit that one must allow that it is 
probable tbat some of one's beliefs are false, Evnine denies even 
this. But then what about tbe inductive evidence provided by tbe 
beliefs of others, and one's own past beliefs? Evnine says tbat the 
inductive argument fails because one must be committed to one's 
own current beliefs, in a way tbat precludes tbinking that some of 
them are false.29 

Aside from questions about whether we should see beliefs as 
commitments of any sort, it is unclear why tbe sort of commitment 
involved in belief would (or could) undermine the rationaliry of 
using inductive evidence in the ordinary way to suppOrt tbe 
Modest Preface Proposition. We are, after all, quite willing to 
form beliefS on less-tban-conclusive grounds. The sort of commit
ment that would block even the moderate degree of epistemic 
modesty involved in believing the Modest Preface Proposition 
would seem appropriate only if our standards for rational belief
formation were Cartesian. Moreover, it is hard to see what, on this 
view, our attimde should be toward propositions related to the 
Modest Preface Proposition. One should not, presumably, believe 
that, unlike evetyone else (and unlike one's former self), one cur
rently is employing special methods of belief-formation of a 
uniquely reliable sort. Should one, then, simply be supremelv 
confident tbat one is now astoundingly lucky (tbough one would 

29 Evnine compares believing to promising. One may have broken some of one's 
promises in the past, but. he asks, "Can one now address the promisee and say that one 
is confident that one will fail to keep some of the promises one is currently making?" 
(Evnine 2001, 167). The analogy here seems strained to me. In the promi~e case, the 
commitment involved makes sense in large part because it is the agent himself who 
makes it the case that his promise is kept. In the belief case, the agent clearly cannot 
make it the case that her beliefs turn out to be true. For this reason, the breaker of even 
a sincere promise is typically morally culpable for reneging on his co~tment. 
But the holder of a rational belief that turns out false has not thereby commuted any 
epistemic sin, 
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appear to have no grounds for that assessment)? Or should one 
somehow refuse to form any opinion at all on how likely it is that 
one is possessed of special belief-forming methods or smnning 
epistemic luck? Nothing in the neighborhood of these thoughts 
seems even close to rational. And, more importantly, no such 
thoughts seem inmitively to flow from any sort of commitment 
one might undertake, merely in virtue of forming beliefs. Thus it 
seems to me that thinking about beliefs as involving commitments 
would do little to undermine our inmitive judgments in preface 
cases. 

There are, no doubt, other ways of trying to undermine our 
inmitive judgments about rational belief in lottery and preface 
cases. But it is unlikely that defenders of cogency will succeed in 
removing the counterexamples' sting. Our pre-theoretic judg
ments, in the preface cases especially, are firm and stable. Thus, 
the best case for cogency will have to be made directly, and the 
consequent violence done to our pre-theoretic inmitions will have 
to be rationalized on the basis of the direct arguments for cogency. 
Let us, then, mm to examine those arguments. 

4 ARGUMENTS FOR 
DEDUCTIVE COGENCY 

IT would be a mistake to dismiss deductive cogency merely on the 
basis of inmitive counterexamples, even if they are powerful and 
pervasive, and even if we see no way of undermi~ng our intuitio~s 
in these cases. For it migbt mm out that anythmg we say on thIs 
topic will entail severe inmitive difficulties, and that rejecting 
cogency would carry an even greater cost than imposing it. Afrer 
all, binary belief will, on any bifurcation account, be some propos
itional attimde whose point is not simply to reflect rational confi
dence in a proposition's ttuth. If we could be brought to see. binary 
belief as an important and interesting component of eplStemlc 
rationality whose point requires deductive cogency, we might 
come to override our inmitions in the problematic cases. 

In doing this, we might then seek some measure of reflective 
equilibrium by explaining the inmitions as resulting from a ten
dency to run binary belief together with another concept. For 
example, Mark Kaplan holds that our inmitive concept of belief is 
incoherent. We really have two separate notions: one of degree of 
confidence (or graded belief); and the other of acceptance (or 
binary belief). Graded belief alone figures in rational practical 
decisions. But binary belief has its own purposes, quite distinct 
from those of graded belief. And it is these purposes which lend 
importance to a variety of belief that is subject to the rational 
demand of deductive cogencyl Let us look, then, at some of 

! Kaplan suggests that the Moore Paradox impression that one gets from assertions 
such as "fm extremely confident that there are errors.in my book, ~ut I ~on't .believe 
that there are any errors in it" stems from our confusmg bmary ~elief WIth a state of 
confidence. If belief in P doesn't require being confident that P IS true, the sentence 


